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IF THERE’S ONE MANTRA the producers and 
executives behind CBS’ fi ve new shows have been chanting, it’s “charac-
ter.” Comedies 2 Broke Girls and How to Be a Gentleman feature strong, 
identifi able leads, and dramas Person of Interest, A Gifted Man and 
Unforgettable each transcend the typical cops-and-robbers or medical 
genres, using equally formidable protagonists to explore the mysteries 
of heroism, altruism and the afterlife.

The emphasis on personal storytelling also attracted big-name talents 
to the new shows, on both sides of the camera. This fall, movie stars 
like Patrick Wilson and Jim Caviezel will appear in scenes written by 
the likes of Michael Patrick King and Jonathan Nolan, and produced 
by J.J. Abrams. As returning CBS star Poppy Montgomery explains, 
the depth of the depiction of detective Carrie Wells enticed her to sign 
on for Unforgettable. “The show is a thousand percent more character-
driven than [previous series] Without a Trace,” she says with admira-
tion. “After reading a pilot script like that, there was no question I was 
all in—and back to CBS, my second home.”
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IN UNFORGETTABLE, former Without a Trace
star Poppy Montgomery plays Carrie Wells, a cop with the 
blessing—and curse—of remembering everything she’s ever 
experienced. “She can’t live a normal life, and relationships 
are very diffi cult,” Montgomery says. Haunted by fl eeting 
childhood visions of her sister’s unsolved murder, “Carrie is 
doubly tortured by the irony that the one thing she wants to 
remember, she can’t.”

Although Carrie’s ability may sound far-fetched, it’s 
not: The premise was inspired by a real-life ability called 
superior autobiographical memory, an enlargement of key 
parts of the brain that grants the extraordinary ability to 
catalog and recall every moment of one’s life.

Writer-producers Ed Redlich and John Bellucci, who 
adapted J. Robert Lennon’s short story “The Rememberer” 
as a police procedural, are thrilled to showcase a character 
that is truly original to TV. “The truly great detective takes 
the information that you and I have, but recalls it and puts 
it together in a unique way,” says Redlich. “That’s why, as we 
pitched to CBS, Unforgettable is a show you will recognize in 
terms of the procedural beats, and it’s really in the tradition 
of the great detectives. But it’s built around a character you 
haven’t seen before.”

In a coincidence of great timing, not long after Redlich and 
Bellucci pitched the pilot to the network, CBS’ 60 Minutes 
presented a report on superior autobiographical memory, 
during which correspondent Lesley Stahl sat down with the 
world’s six known patients with the condition, including her 
friend, former Taxi star Marilu Henner, who will work as a 
consultant on Unforgettable.

“That Monday morning [after 60 Minutes], everyone 
from Les Moonves on down at CBS called, excited about the 
pilot,” Redlich remembers. “Our phone rang off the hook.”

Montgomery, for her part, was drawn to Carrie’s vulnerabil-
ity. “She’s tortured,” she says. “But she’s also a fi ghter, and she’s 
positive, and she wants to fall in love and have a romance. But 
it’s very diffi cult, because everything mean that anyone ever 
said to her, she remembers it like it was yesterday.”

Dylan Walsh (Nip/Tuck) plays Carrie’s co-worker Detec-
tive Al Burns, her ex-boyfriend from their days on the force 
together in Syracuse. Although Al is clearly Carrie’s one true 
love, Walsh wonders—and Unforgettable poses the question—
whether the two can ever succeed as a couple. “So much of 
a relationship is being able to get rid of information, or to 
remember selectively,” Walsh explains. “Carrie would never 
be able to do that, and she won’t let him forget things.”

As Redlich notes, “Unforgettable has that classic super-
hero metaphor, because Carrie’s phenomenal powers come 
at a price.”

UNFORGETTABLE airs Tuesdays at 10 p.m. 
ET/PT on CBS.

 Unforgettable 
stars Poppy 
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Unforgettable each transcend the typical cops-and-robbers or medical 
genres, using equally formidable protagonists to explore the mysteries 
of heroism, altruism and the afterlife.
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like Patrick Wilson and Jim Caviezel will appear in scenes written by 
the likes of Michael Patrick King and Jonathan Nolan, and produced 
by J.J. Abrams. As returning CBS star Poppy Montgomery explains, 
the depth of the depiction of detective Carrie Wells enticed her to sign 
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PERSON OF INTEREST, a thriller about 
a mysterious billionaire and the vigilante he enlists 
to carry out preemptive justice, is all about top-notch 
talent: It stars Jim Caviezel and Michael Emerson and 
is executive produced by none other than J.J. Abrams 
and Jonathan Nolan (The Dark Knight).

So what made Caviezel, who has played everyone 
from Jesus Christ to Bobby Jones on the big screen, 
join his fi rst TV series? “I started thinking about my 
wife and kids, my fellow Americans, our servicemen 
giving their lives. As a citizen, what would I do to stop 

bullies who want to destroy us? I love that [my charac-
ter] Reese is a bully-killer and a hero—but at a heavy 
cost to his own life, family and friends.”

Michael Emerson, who played the inimitable vil-
lain Benjamin Linus on Abrams’ Lost, plays billionaire 
software genius Finch, who invented a program that 
uses pattern recognition to identify people about to 
be involved in violent crimes either as the victim or 
the perpetrator. “Finch has a number of wounds, both 
physical and mental,” Emerson says. “He wants to give 
something back to the world.”

Rounding out the cast is Oscar and 
Emmy nominee Taraji P. Henson as 
Carter, a homicide detective and Iraq 
war veteran. “New York being a char-
acter in the show really intrigued me,” 
Henson says. “I’m an East Coast girl 
at heart.”

As writer Nolan explains, Person of 
Interest’s seemingly futuristic premise 
is not as far-fetched as one might 
think—or hope. As he and executive 
producer Greg Plageman dived into 
their research, they discovered that 
the feds have been attempting to 
build similar surveillance systems as 
far back as 2002. “With the advent 
of social networking sites, search 
engines and other companies that are 
able to aggregate amounts of infor-
mation, we’d be crazy to think that 
they’re not all talking to the govern-
ment and each other,” Plageman says.

“My wife thinks I’m a bit of a 
paranoid nut,” says Nolan. “When 
I pitched the show, it felt like fi ve 
minutes into the future; by the 
time we were done shooting the 
pilot”—witnessing the proliferation 
of cameras all over New York’s fi ve 

boroughs—“it felt a 
little more like just 
about now.”PERSON 

OF 
INTEREST

airs 
Thursdays 
at 9 p.m. 
ET/PT on 

CBS.
Michael Emerson, left, 
and Jim Caviezel
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Domino’s Pizza honors U.S. states with its own legends of the 
fall: American Legends pizzas, including Wisconsin 6 Cheese 
and Fiery Hawaiian Pizza. See ’em all at dominos.com.
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Even broke 
girls can 
afford to 
splurge on 

pizza, thanks to Domino’s 
Pizza coupons and special 
promotions. Sign up for 
email and text alerts at 
dominos.com.

IN  2 BROKE GIRLS , the brainchild of Sex 
and the City showrunner Michael Patrick King and 
stand-up comic Whitney Cummings, street-smart 
waitress Max (Kat Dennings) meets her new co-
worker, the spoiled but newly impoverished Caroline 
(Beth Behrs), in a Williamsburg, Brooklyn, diner. 
Although opposites in temperament, education and 
fi nances—until recently, when Caroline’s father’s 
Bernie Madoff-like pyramid scheme collapsed—the 
girls warily grow closer, resolving to someday open 
a cupcake business together.

“I’d known Michael for a long time, and I hadn’t 
met Whitney, and we all went to dinner—and I just 
fell in love,” Dennings says of signing on to her fi rst 
TV series. “I pretty much said yes right then.”

Capturing a neighborhood’s zeitgeist is something 
King does naturally. “It just so happened that at that 
moment, New York was about Manhattan—about 
style and shoes,” King says of his SATC days. “Now if 
you’re under a certain age and cool, you’re living in 

Brooklyn. Williamsburg is the 
new New York.”

With his well-witnessed 
affection for funny women, 
King says he had begun 
lamenting their absence of late 
on the small screen. “There 
was a hole in television: no sit-
com for girls, no female-based 
half-hour of appointment 
viewing for a hip, young audi-
ence.” And so, reaching back to 
his days as a struggling stand-
up comic—“I waited tables 
for 100 years,” he jokes—King 
teamed up with Cummings.

“Sitcoms don’t usually tend 
to address the idea of money,” 
Cummings says. “It’s always 
assumed that everyone, even 
if they work in a coffee shop, 
lives in a beautiful brownstone 
and has designer clothes.” In 

2 Broke Girls, she and King are striving for a more 
realistic approach. “If someone’s coming through the 
door on this sitcom, they’ll need keys,” she says. And 
instead of framing their leading ladies as the stereo-
typical dumb blonde or the slacker brunette, they 
opted to show girls who are ambitious. “Everywhere I 
look today, I see girls with big dreams and lots of skills, 
working their butts off.”

Authenticity is key: “What I love most about 
Caroline is that you laugh at this blonde in her Chanel 
outfi t when you fi rst meet her, but you later fi nd out 
she’s a really smart businesswoman,” says Behrs. “I love 
that Max and Caroline are both really authentic.”

“I think I’m a natural-born waitress,” says Dennings 
with a laugh. “I’m a pretty good balancer. It’s a shame I 
never got to do that.”

2 BROKE GIRLS airs Mondays at 8:30 p.m. 
ET/PT on CBS.

Kat Dennings 
and Beth Behrs
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“I GREW UP IN A HOUSEHOLD THAT
VALUED ETIQUETTE,” How to Be a Gentle-
man creator and star David Hornsby says of his new 
sitcom, which puts a modern twist on the classic odd-
couple formula. “One year, my mother gave me a copy 
of the book How to Be a Gentleman, which has tidbits 
like, ‘A gentleman never makes a date out of despera-
tion’ and ‘A gentleman never drinks milk directly out of 
the container, even if he lives alone.’

“It made me realize it would be a great idea [for 
a comedy] to have a character who lives his life by 
these rules meet up with his antithesis—an old high 
school bully.”

In the sitcom, Hornsby stars as Andrew Carlson, a 
writer for an effete men’s magazine who is dismayed to 
fi nd out that, now that the publication has new laddie-
mag owners, he and his column are expected to butch 
it up and dumb it down.

Andrew’s foil, Bert, the bad boy-turned-gym owner 
whom Andrew tasks to coach him in the masculine 
arts, is played by Kevin Dillon.

“Bert doesn’t have much of a fi lter,” Dillon explains. 
“He just blurts things out.”

Shot much like How I Met Your Mother, with mul-
tiple cameras on a three-walled stage but without a 
studio audience, How to Be a Gentleman’s format allows 
its cast of top comic actors—including Dave Foley as 
Andrew’s boss and Nancy Lenehan, Mary Lynn Rajskub 
and Flight of the Conchords’ Rhys Darby as his family—
plenty of room to improvise on each take.

“It’s in the tradition of great comedies like Two and a 
Half Men, with a strong central duo with distinct points 
of view—the sensitive, uptight guy versus the macho,” 
says executive producer and showrunner Adam Chase.

Some viewers may be on Team Andrew, “because 
he’s got something that’s lacking in society right now,” 
Chase says. “There’s been an erosion of etiquette and 
manners, and it would be good for all of us if that came 
back. Not to the extent that Andrew would probably 
like, but a little bit.”

And then, of course, there will be those viewers who 
relate more to Bert. After all, Hornsby adds, “at Christ-
mas, my dad gives me weights.”

HOW TO BE A GENTLEMAN airs Thursdays at 8:30
p.m. ET/PT on CBS.

David Hornsby, left, and Kevin Dillon

Patrick Wilson 

A GIFTED
MAN

airs Fridays 
at 8 p.m. 
ET/PT on 

CBS.

Watching the game at someone else’s house?
Be a gentleman and have pizza delivered: Place 
and track your order online at dominos.com.
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IN A GIFTED MAN, Patrick Wilson stars 
as Dr. Michael Holt, a wealthy and talented neuro-
surgeon whose life is turned upside down when his 
deceased ex-wife (Jennifer Ehle), a former doctor at 
a free clinic, begins appearing to him—and teaching 
him the meaning of life from the hereafter.

“I love that this show will explore the constant 
battle between what is real, what is spiritual, what 
is religion and what is faith,” Wilson says. “And 
from the point of view of a scientist—that’s what 
makes it interesting. This guy is a control freak and 
has to fi gure out everything, and of course this is 
the one thing he can’t fi gure out at all.”

The show is unique in its depiction of three 
very different spheres of medicine. In cocksure 

Michael’s sleek, high-tech operating room, “there 
are always answers,” says showrunner and one of 
series’ executive producers Neal Baer, a Harvard 
Medical School-educated pediatrician. In the 
down-and-dirty world of a medical clinic, “Anna 
has always had to get by with the little she has.” 
And then there’s the uncertain world of holistic heal-
ing and spirituality. As we watch these three forces 
overlap—often uncomfortably—Baer and fellow 
executive producers Sarah Timberman, Carl Beverly 
and Susannah Grant will “explore areas I don’t think 
a medical series ever has before,” he says.

“I tend to wear my heart on my sleeve,” adds 
Wilson, a seasoned fi lm and theater actor who’s tak-
ing on his fi rst starring role in a TV series. “Michael 

can be very abrasive and, in some cases, 
not likable. And yet, there’s a common 
thread in being a diehard actor, musi-
cian, sports fi gure or doctor. These are 
all very egocentric professions—and I 
don’t mean that in a bad way, but in the 
way it’s meant to be. It’s all about you, as 
high as you can go. As an actor, Michael’s 
drive was something I could relate to.”

And with its ghostly content, A Gifted 
Man “raises a lot of questions, and 
allows us to pursue stories that get to the 
heart of what it means to be a human 
being,” Baer adds. “I’m an M.D., but 
I’m also interested in things that don’t 
have explanations.”

Ehle, a two-time Tony Award winner, 
says she was drawn in because she’s a 
sucker for a love story. “I love the mys-
tery of it, and the romance. I love the 
politics of the various ways that medical 
practices can be run, and the question 
about the moral responsibility behind 
the use of one’s talents.”

So how will the show explain 
Michael’s visions of his ex? “What will 
be really fascinating about the show,” 
Baer notes, “is that it can be explained 
from many points of view, depending 
upon your own heart and mind.”

Patrick Wilson 

A GIFTED
MAN

airs Fridays 
at 8 p.m. 
ET/PT on 

CBS.

Got a gift for gaming? Take
your shot at the six mini games
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Feed Two and a Half Men and more with a Feast from Domino’s 
Pizza. Try America’s Favorite Feast, with pepperoni, Italian 
sausage, mushrooms and cheese. See all Feasts at dominos.com

MEET THE MYSTERY MAN OF MEN.
Although it’s a comedy, Two and a Half Men has lately 
been the source of one of TV’s greatest mysteries. Yes, 
we all already know after the big news in May that 
Ashton Kutcher is joining the long-running hit. But 
just who is this new guy? What’s his connection with 
Alan Harper (Jon Cryer) and his son, Jake (Angus T. 
Jones) ... and what happened to Charlie Harper?

After deliberately keeping mum all summer, 
CBS revealed the fi rst clue in August when network 

president Nina Tassler told an assembly of the nation’s 
TV critics that Kutcher’s character will be named 
Walden Schmidt and is “an Internet billionaire with a 
broken heart.” The disclosure immediately trended on 
Twitter worldwide.

Two and a Half Men returned to production in 
August as well, and as Tassler admits, in the fi rst few 
moments on set, the atmosphere was “tense with 
anticipation. But Ashton is a bona-fi de movie and TV 
star, whose comic timing is impeccable. He knows his 

way around a multicamera sitcom 
set, and is very comfortable in the 
genre.” And on that fi rst Monday 
morning, she adds, at the table read 
of the season premiere script, “when 
everyone heard that fi rst actor mut-
ter that fi rst line, we all breathed a 
sigh of relief.”

One thing Tassler wouldn’t 
tattle to the critics was the fate of 
Charlie Harper, which is revealed 
in this season’s fi rst two episodes, 
airing Sept. 19 and 26. Two and a 
Half Men’s producers even took 
the unusual step of asking audi-
ence members at the taping of the 
show’s premiere episode to sign 
a nondisclosure agreement. But 
some rumors about the storyline 
still leaked out—as did speculation, 
based on photo stills of the actors 
in wardrobe as they took their bows, 
as to what is to become of Charlie.

“I know that was out there,” 
Tassler says of the Charlie rumors. 
“But I’m not going to confi rm or 
deny anything because the mystery 
is part of the marketing. Having 
read the show’s scripts so far this 
season, I can say it is as smart, as 
funny, as irreverent and risqué as 

always. These epi-
sodes are going to be 
a big event, and the 
chatter and conversa-
tion around them are 
part of the fun.” 

TWO AND 
A HALF 
MEN

airs 
Mondays at 

9 p.m. 
ET/PT on 

CBS.

Angus T. Jones, Ashton Kutcher
and Jon Cryer
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